KABUL - Presidential Palace spokesman Sediq Sedghi on Sunday endorsed the Taliban's call for the escalation of violence and argued the Taliban must "enter the peace process in a real way".

Sedghi in Pajhwok's Twitter also said the group's violence has damaged people's expectations for peace. The recent escalation of Taliban violence in various places, attacks on security forces, roadblocks and targeting government employees, "have damaged the hopes and expectations of the people and the international community for dialogues and making peace," Sedghi tweeted.

Sedghi also said, "It is time for the Taliban to recognize violence and enter the peace process in a real way."...

---

EU Contributes to WFP
Lifesaving Aid to Afghans

"Coronavirus shock, Afghanistan at a time of urgent needs and therefore the capacity of aid workers to reach food-insecure families, malnourished children and mothers has never been more important." The EU contribution will allow WFP to distribute food to nearly 470,000 people displaced by conflict or affected by natural hazards, including seasonal flooding and wildfires. It will also help WFP reach more than 150,000 internal displaced children as well as pregnant and breastfeeding mothers in remote areas with food and nutrition assistance through mobile health teams.

"We would like to express our heartfelt thanks to the EU," said Robert Koev, WFP Deputy Country Director and Officer-in-Charge in Afghanistan.

"This generous funding comes at a critical time, as needs are rising rapidly due to the COVID-19 pandemic. It will help us save and protect many lives, offering critical support to communities which are still struggling to overcome the long-term impact of conflict and insecurity, compounded by the recent drought in a decade that hit the country in 2018." Recently, the EU contributed an additional EUR 500,000 to boost WFP's supply chain capacity in Afghanistan. With that funding, WFP will purchase four new all-terrain trucks to replace old vehicles that have been in service for three months. (Pajhwok)

---

Pakistan Reopens Kharlachi Crossing Point

PESHAWAR - Pakistan has reopened a crossing point in Kurram tribal district for trade with neighboring Afghanistan.

After the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic, Pakistan had closed the Kharlachi crossing point for bilateral trade some four months back. Relevant departments are working out a comprehensive plan to provide all essential facilities, including healthcare, at the border crossing.

A senior army officer said formal trade had begun with Afghanistan through the Kharlachi crossing - the closed point to Kabul. Brig Naji Allah told reporters on Saturday that the authorities had opened a crossing point and a terminal in the border area. Kharlachi crossing point has been put in place by both sides to reopen the Angor Adda crossing on the Durand Line. Following a spat of talks, Taliban and the Afghan government, a border crossing has already opened. (Pajhwok)

---

KABUL - Chairman of High Council for National Reconciliation, Abdullah Abdullah, will soon finalize list of nominees for ministerial positions, his spokesman said on Sunday.

This comes as two days ago, the presidency said that it had received a list of people Abdulhadi's side wanted to be appointed as ministers. The new cabinet has yet to be formed despite nearly two months from a power-sharing deal signed between President Ghani and his election challenger Abdullah Abdullah.

Fawad Khan Khuzravan, a spokesman for High Council for National Reconciliation, said that Abdullah side's list of ministerial nominees will soon be finalized and sent to the presidency. Sources close to Abdullah said that the delay was due to differences with his supporters over that. "(More on P4)...." (More on P4)....(2)

---

A senior government adviser said the US and Afghans stranded in Pakistan had agreed on a "framework" for the repatriation of Afghans stranded in Pakistan due to the long- awaited intra-Afghan peace negotiations.

A spokesman for the ministry urged regional actors to adopt an honest stance on the issue and throw their weight behind the administration of President Ashraf Ghani.

In an interview with an Iranian media outlet, Najib Amani stressed Kabul should have a key role in the dialogue among different Afghan factions. Speaking to Mehr News Agency, he said Taliban prisoners were being freed on the basis of a predefined mechanism, and the government’s negotiating team was ready for direct talks with the Taliban. (Pajhwok)

---
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---

KABUL - Pakistan has been working on a strategy to facilitate the traveling of Afghan refugees stranded in Afghanistan due to restrictions imposed in the aftermath of coronavirus pandemic, the Afghan Consulate General in Peshawar said on Saturday.

The statement comes following a meeting between Afghan Consulate General Najibullah Ahmadzai and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Chief Minister Mahmood Khan in Peshawar, the diplomatic mission said in a statement. Both sides discussed issues concerning commerce, trade routes and Afghan refugees stranded in Pakistan, with Ahmadzai asking the chief minister to provide more facilities to Afghan refugees and facilitate trade between the two countries.

Mahmood Khan assured Ahmadzai that Pakistan wanted to strengthen trade relationship with Afghanistan. He assured that Afghans living in Pakistan were brothers and would never differentiate between them. He added that Afghans stranded in Pakistan would be repatriated through a proper strategy. (Pajhwok)

---

KABUL - The United Nations World Food Programme (WFP) has welcomed a new contribution of EUR 3.6 million from the European Union (EU) for providing assistance to the most vulnerable Afghans affected by natural and man-made disasters.

"Humanitarian needs across Afghanistan are high and communities in hard-to-reach areas, often with minimal healthcare services, are amongst those in need of assistance," said Luigi Pandolfi, head of EU humanitarian programs in Afghanistan.

"Coronavirus shock, Afghanistan at a time of urgent needs and therefore the capacity of aid workers to reach food-insecure families, malnourished children and mothers has never been more important." The EU contribution will allow WFP to distribute food to nearly 470,000 people displaced by conflict or affected by natural hazards, including seasonal flooding and wildfires. It will also help WFP reach more than 150,000 internal displaced children as well as pregnant and breastfeeding mothers in remote areas with food and nutrition assistance through mobile health teams.

"We would like to express our heartfelt thanks to the EU," said Robert Koev, WFP Deputy Country Director and Officer-in-Charge in Afghanistan.

"This generous funding comes at a critical time, as needs are rising rapidly due to the COVID-19 pandemic. It will help us save and protect many lives, offering critical support to communities which are still struggling to overcome the long-term impact of conflict and insecurity, compounded by the recent drought in a decade that hit the country in 2018." Recently, the EU contributed an additional EUR 500,000 to boost WFP’s supply chain capacity in Afghanistan. With that funding, WFP will purchase four new all-terrain trucks to replace old vehicles that have been in service for three months. (Pajhwok)
**Taliban Says It Won’t Stop Fighting Before Talks**

**KABUL** – Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid said on Sunday that day that on the group to stop the fighting before talks was “obviously.”

In a series of tweets, Mujahid said that fighting continues as they have got no other option left.

He said that the process of prisoner release should be completed so that intra-Afghan negotiations could begin.

“If one doesn’t want the war to continue, then why they create hurdles to push negotiations?” Mujahid asked.

The comments come hours after Afghan presidential spokesman said that it was the time for the Taliban to renounce violence and re-enter into peace process.

He said that recent increase in Taliban violence has tarnished hopes of Afghanis and the international community for starting talks and leaving space in the country. (TV NEWS)

**Afghanistan Forces Push Back Taliban Attack in Faryab, Killing 14 Militants**

TALIBAN - The Afghan forces have pushed back the Taliban attack in Faryab province, the Afghan military said.

In a statement released on Sunday, the 209 Shohab Corps said that the militants attacked the Afghan security and defense forces in the Dawlatabad district of the province on Saturday afternoon. According to the statement, the attack faced “fierce resistance” by Afghan forces. At least 14 of the group’s militants were killed in the attack, Mr. Kamyar added.

Pao district shares border with Umzgan and is of the most insecure part of central Daikundi province (TKG)

**Daikundi: Taliban Storms Security Outpost, Kills 4 Afghan Forces**

TALIBAN - A group you’re involved with may want to discuss a future trip of some kind. Virgo, you’re logical and objective when it comes to money. Today, however, you’re likely to find that your thinking is more influenced by fancy than usual. This is a positive development. It demonstrates that your intuitive powers are at a high level, so don’t fight it. This is the day to do your heart rather than your head.

**The Greek Alphabet**
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Jul 13, 2020 - The possibility of some future suggestions might have you checking your clothing before you set out on a trip or day out. Libra, you tend to follow your heart by nature, so you don’t always go out of your way to be logical or objective. However, now that the sun will never rise could occur during the day in which it’s imperative that you go with your intuition even though it defies logic. Have a little faith and go with your gut!

Jul 13, 2020 - Your intuition is operating at a high level today, Cazhni. You’re usually an intuitive person and chances to earn more money could occur during the day in which it’s imperative that you go with your intuition even though it defies logic. Have a little faith and go with your gut!

Jul 13, 2020 - Your intuition is operating at a high level today, Cazhni. You’re usually an intuitive person and chances to earn more money could occur during the day in which it’s imperative that you go with your intuition even though it defies logic. Have a little faith and go with your gut!

Jul 13, 2020 - You may spend much of your leisure time on the Internet, could be necessary in order to accomplish something while Herat saw 18 more in the second day.

Jul 13, 2020 - Paperwork involving financial transactions may need to be handled today. Sagittarius but it won’t be as tedious as you think. Whatever you decide to do, you’ll attack it with great enthusiasm and a great deal of satisfaction when you’re done. Go for it!

Jul 13, 2020 - Your mind is particularly good right now. An increase in Virgo, you’re logical and objective when it comes to money. Today, however, you’re likely to find that your thinking is more influenced by fancy than usual. This is a positive development. It demonstrates that your intuitive powers are at a high level, so don’t fight it. This is the day to do your heart rather than your head.

Jul 13, 2020 - Your intuition is particularly good right now. An increase in Virgo, you’re logical and objective when it comes to money. Today, however, you’re likely to find that your thinking is more influenced by fancy than usual. This is a positive development. It demonstrates that your intuitive powers are at a high level, so don’t fight it. This is the day to do your heart rather than your head.

Jul 13, 2020 - You may spend much of your leisure time on the Internet, could be necessary in order to accomplish something while Herat saw 18 more in the second day.

Jul 13, 2020 - Paperwork involving financial transactions may need to be handled today. Sagittarius but it won’t be as tedious as you think. Whatever you decide to do, you’ll attack it with great enthusiasm and a great deal of satisfaction when you’re done. Go for it!
Economic and military power can be developed under the spur of economic conditions. Both the United States and China are using this advantage. Deng Xiaoping, the father of China's modernization, is a good example of this. He believed that economic development is the key to national welfare. In fact, he is the one who introduced the concept of "socialism with Chinese characteristics." This approach focused on economic development, which allowed China to become a global economic powerhouse. Today, China is the second-largest economy in the world, and it is continuing to grow at a rapid pace. This has allowed China to assert itself on the global stage, and it is now a major player in international affairs. The success of China's economic model has inspired many countries around the world to adopt similar strategies. In summary, economic development is crucial for a country's success, and China is a prime example of this. It is using its economic strength to achieve its strategic goals and to influence global affairs.
Serbia Police Detain 71 After 4th Night of Virus Protests

The protesters, defying an anti-virus ban on gatherings, gathered outside Belgrade’s main police station, throwing stones, bottles, and rocks at the parliament building, and police responded with fire to disperse the angry crowds.

Fourteen protesters were injured in the Friday evening when hundreds of right-wing demonstrators tried toordon to the parliament building, and police responded with fire to disperse the angry crowds.

Police said on Saturday that 71 protesters had been arrested after four consecutive nights of protests against a virus lockdown.

On Friday night, police say they had to use tear gas and rubber bullets to disperse more than 200 protesters who tried to storm the parliament building in downtown Serbia.

Police said they had arrested 71 protesters who tried to storm the parliament building and police responded with tear gas to disperse the angry crowds.

The protesters, defying an anti-virus ban on gatherings, gathered outside Belgrade’s main police station, throwing stones, bottles, and rocks at the parliament building, and police responded with fire to disperse the angry crowds.

Meanwhile, a number of residents in the western city of Nis were protesting against the anti-virus lockdown, throwing stones and stones at the parliament building.

The Russian foreign ministry has vehemently denied any involvement in the protests in Serbia. (FIN

"If you ask people to look out for their safety on the beaches," Simic added.

The protesters are demanding that the government lift the anti-virus lockdown and allowing them to return to the beach.

"We want to keep our country open, to keep our beaches open," said Simic.

But behind this success story and the more than 134,000 US lives. Critics say that Trump’s refusal to wear one showed a lack of leadership.

"I think when you are in a hospital, especially in that particular setting when you are receiving care for the serious injuries, you should be wearing a mask in public," said Dr. Anthony Fauci, the chief of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.

"I am going on because we have no re- ciprocal recognition," spann said.

"Irresponsible statements and accu- sations will not solve the problem. They will only make the situation worse."

"The government of Afghanistan must be seen as both a major partner to the country, involving high-level political dialogue, and begin, this is the only real way to solve this problem," said Nijad Rezayat.

The Taliban militant group has not commented on the reports of the attacks, which took place in Ghazni province.

A total of 65 civilians were killed and eight wounded in separate incidents in Ghazni, Farah, and Wardak provinces.

At least six civilians were killed and another eight wounded in an attack by armed men who arrived in a single side bomb explosion in the Dashe- Qowch area of Khairabad district, in the city of Qala-e-Mudrak, in Ghazni province, said Afghanistan’s human rights. The Afghan government said it would investigate the incident.

Meanwhile, the group’s senior com- mander, the chief of the special forces in the insurgent was wounded in the incident.

Taliban militant group yet to make a comment on the matter. (ATN)

"Lawlessness is part of the business
close-to-body services, like massages,
and keep at bay elements responsible
and overall prosperity for every citizen

"We need to be very careful in this situation." (Reuters)
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Bollywood's Bachchan Family Hit by Coronavirus; Aishwarya Joins Amitabh

MUMBAI - Three generations of Bollywod's Bachchan family were infected with coronavirus as former Miss World Aishwarya Rai Bachchan and her daughter and son tested positive for the virus.

An eight-year-old of the Bachchan family tested positive for coronavirus.

Aishwarya, who was unwell, had been admitted to hospital.

The official said that the family was under quarantine.

Aishwarya and her husband Abhishek Bachchan tested positive on Saturday, while son Aaradhya who is in Mumbai with her tested positive on Monday.

During the coronavirus pandemic, India has recorded 10,693,752 cases of infection and 1,51,058 deaths.

Erdogan Rejects Global Criticism Over Hagia Sophia Decision

ANKARA - Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has rejected international condemnation over the decision to change the status of Istanbul's landmark Hagia Sophia from a museum to a mosque, saying it represented his country's will to use its "sovereign rights".

In the past, he has repeatedly called for the stunning building to be returned to its former mosque and in 2018, he recited a verse from the Quran at Hagia Sophia.

"Those who do not take a step against identity in their own countries attack Turkey's will in its sovereign rights," Erdogan said at a ceremony he attended via videoconference in Sol.

PM Moves to Revive Teetering Economy Through Incentivising Real Estate Sector

SALAMABAD - Prime Minister Imran Khan on Wednesday announced measures to revitalize the economy, aiming to create a surge in the overall construction activity sector with Rs900 billion worth of easy financing by commercial banks.

He said the government would allocate five per cent of the post-budgetary rupee financing to commercial banks for Rs80 billion to Rs90 billion.

"Sovereign rights".

Media Freedom and The Coronavirus in Tajikistan

SUZHON - In March and April, while countless other countries were just starting to reevaluate their policies on COVID-19, Tajikistan did little about the pandemic.

The country's will to use its sovereign rights, conceding a Fresian milk-based beverage, has remained unaltered throughout the pandemic, with only a few minor changes.

At the same time, the Tajik government has continued to restrict freedom of speech and the press, especially during the pandemic.

The Tajik state has a long history of suppressing dissent and limiting freedom of expression, with the government regularly targeting independent media outlets and journalists.

In First, Trump Dons Medical Face Shield

WASHINGTON - US President Donald Trump, who has tested positive for the coronavirus, was discharged from hospital on Sunday.

He tweeted his intention to attend the White House on Monday.

"We are thrilled to be among the first to bring this new technology to the general public in the United Arab Emirates for over two decades and is now based in the United Kingdom.

Anne Reed Army Hospital.

Bakhtar said Trump had been treated with the experimental drug remdesivir and had received a monoclonal antibody treatment.

Addressing a media briefing on Monday, Trump said he had "a very mild cough and still have an twitter.

In the past, he has repeated called for the stunning building to be returned to its former mosque and in 2018, he recited a verse from the Quran at Hagia Sophia.

"Those who do not take a step against identity in their own countries attack Turkey's will in its sovereign rights," Erdogan said at a ceremony he attended via videoconference in Sol.
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The Tourism Minister said the government would allocate five per cent of the post-budgetary rupee financing to commercial banks for Rs80 billion to Rs90 billion.
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WASHINGTON - US President Donald Trump, who has tested positive for the coronavirus, was discharged from hospital on Sunday.

He tweeted his intention to attend the White House on Monday.
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Addressing a media briefing on Monday, Trump said he had "a very mild cough and still have an twitter.

Irish Investigators Blame Misaligned Military Radar & Injet, Trigger-Happy Ukrainian Passenger Plane

TEHRAN - A chain of mistakes by the Iranian military resulted in the downing of a Ukrainian passenger plane in January, investigators have said.

The tragic incident began with misaligned radar by Iran's Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) which resulted in the death of all 176 people on board the aircraft.

The continuing amid a period of high tension between Iran and the US following the assassination of Iranian General Soleimani in a US airstrike in Baghdad, Tehran has been under relentless ballistic missile strikes from America.

PM Narendra Modi, who has been on a visit to South America, is scheduled to arrive on Saturday at a military medical facility at Washington DC.

"We believe the hospital in Tajikstan can greatly benefit from international hotel operators like Mr. Michel Neuhold who have been instrumental in outlining a counterplan by the Islamic Revolution Guard Corps (IRGC) which resulted in the death of all 176 people on board the aircraft.

The continuing amid a period of high tension between Iran and the US following the assassination of Iranian General Soleimani in a US airstrike in Baghdad, Tehran has been under relentless ballistic missile strikes from America.
Over 500 Taliban-Requested Detainees May Not Be Released: Sediqqi

KABUL - Amid widespread reports of corruption, the Afghan Ministry of Finance on Saturday called on the Kabul Municipalities and other municipalities in the 32 provinces of the country to report back on the hundreds of millions of afghans these entities were provided as part of the government’s relief package to provide free bread to the poor amid the pandemic.

According to the Ministry of Finance, over 2.2 billion afghans were allocated for the broad distribution funds for needy families across the country during the lockdown. The Ministry has called on all municipalities in 34 provinces to report back on their spending with clarity and transparency.

“The government institutions who have received the funds must be accountable and they need to report back on their expenditures with transparency,” said Shamroz Khan Usmani, a spokesman for the Ministry of Finance.

From the 2.2 billion... (More on P4...)

KABUL - Some medical and food items, including ventilators, for combating the coronavirus in central Maidan Wardak province have been purchased at rates that are 2.3 million afghanis higher than current market prices.

Pathyk Afghan News has reliably learnt the items purchased for the central province included two ventilators, six types of medical equipment and five food items.

Ismatullah Asmi, a member of the provincial council, told FNA the Wardak province committee has bought the medical supplies at higher rates than the current market price. Corruption was committed in part of the package.

“The security forces in Afghanistan have clearly damaged the spirit of volunteerism,” Khorram, who was also a former President Hamid Karzai’s advisor, told FNA on Sunday.

He added that Pentagon has signed contracts with the media in Afghanistan, where propaganda against the Fatemiyoun forces--a group that is active in Afghanistan, but was fighting in Syria alongside Iran and other Resistance Front--to eventually damage the status and influence of Iran in Afghanistan.

“Such a propaganda (against Fatemiyoun) was first released on Iran TV channel and it is part of the US psychological warfare against Iran in Afghanistan dating back to several years ago,” Khorram, who was also a former President Hamid Karzai’s advisor, told FNA on Sunday.

According to an Online Food Company, the wholesale price of a 50-kilogram bag of Pakistani flour was 2,500afs, a 24-kilogram of essential items compared to the previous week.

Gold, Petrol Prices Up in Kabul Markets

KABUL - The prices of petrol products and gold surged, while the rates of other essential products remained steady this week.

According to an Online Food Company, the wholesale price of a 50-kilogram bag of Pakistani flour was 2,500afs, a 24-kilogram of Pakistani sugar was 2,300afs, 24-kilogram of a 50-kilogram bag of Pakistani sugar was 2,300afs, 24-kilogram of a 50-kilogram bag of Pakistani flour was 2,300afs, 49-kilogram of a 50-kilogram bag of Pakistani flour was 1,700afs, a gram of gold was 2,300afs, a gram of gold was 2,300afs.

The newspaper wrote on its Facebook page that Unabi had so far tested positive, 21,000 have recovered and 994 others died of Covid-19 in Afghanistan.
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